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Abstract 

We link the idea of directors’ and officers’ liability insurance (D&O insurance) with 

mergers and acquisitions (M&As) and examine how the purchase of directors’ and officers’ 

liability insurance may affect acquisition performance of firms in Taiwan. Using publicly-traded 

firms data in Taiwan from 2009 to 2016, we investigate both short-term and long-term buy and 

hold returns as well as announcement-period stock returns. We find that acquirers whose 

managers are protected by D&O insurance or carry higher policy limits experience higher 

announcement abnormal stock returns than do acquirers without D&O insurance or lower policy 

limits. We also find that acquirers with D&O insurance or higher coverage experience higher 

one-year buy and hold abnormal returns but lower three-year buy and hold abnormal returns. Our 

results show that examining long-term performance of the firm, specifically three-year 

performance, provides different perspectives to the current D&O insurance literatures. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 To reimburse the firm for its indemnification payment for directors and officers, to 

compensate the losses experienced by directors and officers when specific legal liabilities arise 

and to serve the function of monitoring the governance of companies are the main purposes of 

Directors’ and Officers’ liability insurance (hereafter, D&O insurance). When a claim is made, 

D&O cover gives the plaintiff a certain degree of financial security. Firms need to ensure that 

their directors and officers have the room to make decisions. D&O insurance also supports good 

corporate governance by making the risks of these decisions manageable and transparent. The 

major incentive for firms to purchase D&O insurance is that managers can make mistakes. 

Managers are often personally legally liable for wrong doings. They constantly walk a fine line, 

making tough and complex decisions with huge impacts on the basis of the sometimes limited 

information available, for example, merger and acquisition decisions.  

 The use of D&O insurance is now widespread in North America, Western Europe, and 

Asia. D&O insurance is originated in, and is developed in, common law countries, including the 

United Kingdom, the United States and Canada. Especially after the problem experienced by 

Enron, Worldcom and other companies in various financial crises, the monitoring function of 

D&O insurance has been discussed more frequently, particularly in common law. The purchase 

of D&O insurance is very common for listed companies in these countries. For instance, over 

80% of firms carry D&O insurance coverage in Canada. In Asia, D&O insurance is widely 

established in Hong Kong and Singapore, regional financial centers with common law legal 

systems. In Taiwan, where our sample comes from, the percentage of firms that purchase D&O 

insurance grows from 47% to 70% between 2009 and 2016. Firms that purchased D&O insurance 
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has gradually and constantly increased, indicating that a growing number of listed firms in 

Taiwan began to purchase D&O insurance. While Taiwan Stock Exchange requires publicly 

traded companies to mandatorily reveal relevant information about D&O insurance since 2008. 

According to Financial Supervisory Commission, all listed firms in Taiwan must purchase D&O 

insurance since 2019. 

 Previous literatures on the effect of D&O policies appear to be mixed. In the positive 

aspects of D&O insurance, Holderness (1990) suggests that D&O insurance provides an 

important monitor service to companies. Boyer and Stern (2014) and Boyer and Tennyson (2015) 

also suggest that insurer monitoring can increase firm value through specialized service provision. 

In the same perspective, Yermack (1996) and O'Sullivan (2002) remind that the insurer plays a 

monitoring role and motivates the board and executives to exert more effort. Nevertheless, some 

researchers have supported the argument that D&O insurance has a negative effect. Boubakri, 

Ghalleb and Boyer (2008) find that managers are more willing to engage in opportunistic 

behavior when they are covered by a relatively higher D&O insurance limit, whereas Chung and 

Wynn (2008) indicate that the higher the D&O coverage is, the less conservative the firm's 

earnings are. The moral hazard effect of D&O insurance leads to insufficient levels of effort or 

prudence when the board and executives make investment decisions (Jou and Lee, 2004; 

Richardson, 2006). 

 In the other research line, mergers and acquistions (hereafter, M&As) refer to 

the consolidation of companies or assets and involves the change of ownership structures. M&A 

investments are often lumpy and significant for many firms. M&A can include a number of 

different transactions, such as mergers, acquisitions, consolidations, tender offers, purchase of 

assets and management acquisitions. Chakrabarti (1990), Fang, Fridh and Schultzberg (2004), 

Ivancevich, Schweiger and Power (1987), Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) and Schweiger 
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and Denisi (1991) have argued that firms may suffer a decrease in performance from an M&A 

activity, as companies face several obstacles which prevent such benefits from being properly 

executed. Lin and Lee (2014) also addressed that there is weak evidence of improved 

performance of  Taiwanese financial holding corporations doing M&As.  

 In this paper, we link the idea of D&O insurance with mergers and acquisitions and 

examine how the purchase of D&O insurance may affect the performance of M&As in listed 

firms in Taiwan. While Lin, Officer and Zou (2011) examines the effect of D&O insurance on 

the announcement-date returns in Canadian firms, we further investigate both short-term and 

long-term buy and hold returns in Taiwan. We run the regression models to see how D&O 

insurance affects the firm performance by applying five-day cumulative abnormal announcement 

returns (CARs), one-year buy and hold returns (BHAR1) and three-year buy and hold returns 

(BHAR3) as our dependent variables. The independent variables are consisted of D&O insurance 

related variables, M&As deal characteristics, acquirers’ financial characteristics and corporate 

governance. We also run the analysis such as controlling endogeneity issues as our robustness 

check. 

 Based on our empirical studies, we find that acquirers whose managers are protected by 

D&O insurance or carry higher policy limits experience higher announcement abnormal stock 

returns than do acquirers without D&O insurance or lower policy limits. We also find that 

acquirers with D&O insurance or higher D&O insurance coverage experience higher one-year 

buy and hold abnormal returns but lower three-year buy and hold abnormal returns. While our 

findings in this paper are not totally consistent with Lin et al. (2011), our results show that 

examining long-term performance of the firm, specifically three-year performance, can provide 

different perspectives to the current literatures which examine the influence of D&O insurance. 

Other possible reasons for our paper to be different from previous literature may be due to that 
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our sample is extracted from 2009 to 2016 where financial crisis 2008 is not included during this 

period. Besides, the jurisdiction system in Canada which is based on common law, is different 

from that of Taiwan which is based on civil law.  

 Our study contributes to extent literature by analyzing both short-term announcement 

period abnormal returns and long-term buy and hold abnormal returns. We also extand the time 

period (2009 to 2016) in our research compared to previous study. Finally, this is the first paper 

to do D&O insurance effects on M&A outcomes using evidence from Taiwan.    

 We organize the remainder of the paper as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the previous 

findings in the related literatures. Chapter 3 describes the data collection and sample selection. 

Chapter 4 shows the methodology and variables descriptions. Chapter 5 reports and discusses the 

statistics of variables and the empirical results. Chapter 6 checks for the robustness. Chapter 7 

concludes. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

2.1  Literature Review in D&O Insurance 

 The purpose of a firm purchasing directors’ and officers’ liability insurance is mainly not 

only to protect directors and officers from legal liabilities when they face lawsuits in their 

corporate decision making but also to recruit highly qualified individuals. Mayers and Smith 

(1982) suggest that D&O insurance serves as an important element of a managerial compensatory 

package since it helps to attract good managers. Brook and Rao (1994) also see that D&O 

insurance helps a firm recruit and retain competent directors at the lower cost of hiring.  

 Without liability insurance, risk-averse directors may decline the position or ask for a 

large amount of compensation (i.e., risk premium) for taking the liability risk. Insurance 

companies are risk neutral and price the liability risk based on the expected loss. Therefore, the 

premium of D&O insurance should be lower than the risk premium that would be asked by a 

risk-averse director. D&O insurance coverage usually (1) reimburses the firm for its 

indemnification payment for directors and officers, (2) covers individual directors and officers 

for their wrongful acts to the extent that they have not been indemnified by the firm, or (3) covers 

the firm to the extent that it is named as a defendant along with the directors and officers; 

nevertheless, coverage is provided as long as the officer or director does not violate his fiduciary 

duty to the shareholders and the firm. Typical D&O policies cover damages, settlements, 

judgments, and litigation expenses but not civil or criminal fines or penalties, punitive damages, 

or multiple damages. D&O insurance does not cover actions that were knowingly fraudulent, 

involved obvious conflicts of interest, or that should have been known to be illegal (Chalmers, 

Dann, and Harford, 2002).  
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 Previous studies on the effect of D&O policies appear to be mixed. A number of 

arguments have been put forward in support of the corporate purchase of D&O insurance. For 

instance, Holderness (1990) suggests that D&O insurance provides an important monitor service 

to companies. By purchasing D&O insurance, diversified shareholders complement existing 

monitoring mechanisms in a number of respects. Prior to issuing policy, D&O insurers are 

expected to undertake a thorough examination of  the individuals for whom insurance protection 

is sought. D&O insurers are competent professionals in controlling for moral hazard issues 

arising in insurance. Insurers would definitely scrutinize the firms’ governance structure in a 

rigorous way during the underwriting and pricing process. Moreover, insurance companies 

update their knowledge of the insured firms and apply experience rating in contract renewal. 

Firms and directors with a good record of governance and low litigation risk will be offered price 

discount in renewal, while firms and directors with a record of claims or lawsuits in the past 

period will be charged a higher rate or even be rejected in renewal. The underwriting and pricing 

process conducted by insurance companies thus helping to ensure that directors pursue the 

interests of shareholders and forces the insured firms to improve their governance structure 

(O’Sullivan, 1997; Baker and Griffith, 2007; Gillan and Panasian, 2010). In the same perspective, 

Boyer and Stern (2014) and Boyer and Tennyson (2015) suggest that insurer monitoring can 

increase firm value through specialized service provision. Hwang and Kim (2018) utilized a 

sample of Korean firms and noted that D&O insurance increases firm value compared to non-

insured firms. Recently, Chang, Ren, and Yeh (2018) note that when directors are well informed, 

the governance enhancing effect of D&O insurance dominates the moral hazard effect, and thus, 

D&O insurance adds value to the firm.  

 The absence of D&O insurance may encourage overly conservative management by 

directors which is unlikely to be in the interests of shareholders (Jensen, 1993; O’Sullivan, 1997). 

With D&O insurance, directors can become less risk-averse and less likely to forego risky but 
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value-adding investment opportunities. Bhagat et al. (1987) indicate that D&O insurance reduces 

the agency conflict between shareholders and managers by adding convexity to a risk-averse 

manager's utility function. Yermack (1996) and O'Sullivan (2002) argue that the insurer plays a 

monitoring role and motivates the board and executives to exert more effort. Core (1997) and 

O’Sullivan (1997) indicate that firms carrying D&O insurance are more likely to have outside 

directors on the board. Outside directors are said to be more likely to make the objective 

guardians of shareholder welfare due to their independence of company management. If outside 

directors are associated with better firm performance (Rosenstein and Wyatt, 1990), a positive 

relation between D&O insurance and shareholder wealth should be expected. A firm with D&O 

insurance can be said to be a positive corporate governance policy.  

 However, some researchers have supported the argument that D&O insurance has a 

negative effect. Gutierrez (2003), Kim (2015) and Lin et al. (2011) contend that D&O insurance 

insulates directors and officers from the threat of litigation and personal financial liability 

resulting from their decisions on behalf of the corporation, so D&O insurance may induce moral 

hazard and reduce managers' incentive to act in the best interests of stakeholders. For instance, 

Boubakri, Ghalleb and Boyer (2008) find that managers are more willing to engage in 

opportunistic behavior when they are covered by a relatively higher D&O insurance limit, 

whereas Chung and Wynn (2008) indicate that the higher the D&O coverage is, the less 

conservative the firm's earnings are. Chalmers, Dann, and Harford (2002) find a significant 

negative relation between the three-year post-IPO stock price performance and the insurance 

coverage purchased in conjunction with the IPO by using proprietary information from U.S. 

firms. They suggest that managerial opportunism affects D&O insurance decisions. In the same 

line, Boyer and Stern (2014) show that firms with a higher premium per dollar of D&O insurance 

coverage subsequently exhibit poor post-IPO stock returns and Li and Liao (2014) also provide 

the evidence that there was a significant positive relation between the post-IPO operating 
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performance decline rate and the amount of D&O insurance coverage in place at the IPO year. 

Zou, Wong, Shum, Xiong and Yan (2008) note that announcements of D&O insurance decisions 

have a negative wealth effect based upon their investigation into the demand for D&O insurance 

among listed firms in China. Lin et al. (2011) examine the effect of D&O insurance on the 

outcomes of merger and acquisition decisions and find that acquirers whose executives have a 

higher level of D&O insurance coverage experience significantly lower abnormal 

announcement-period stock returns. They also show that acquirers with a higher level of D&O 

insurance protection tend to pay higher acquisition premiums and that their acquisitions appear 

to exhibit lower synergies. Lin, Officer,Wang and Zou (2013) analyze the effect of D&O 

insurance on the spreads charged on bank loans and find that higher levels of D&O insurance 

coverage are associated with an increase in risk-taking behavior that resulted from aggressive 

financial reporting. In addition, focusing on a sample comprised of Canadian unit trust companies, 

Boyer (2007) shows that D&O coverage has a negative impact on the growth of the income trust's 

cash flows. The moral hazard effect of D&O should be more pronounced, which leads to 

insufficient levels of effort or prudence when the board and executives make investment 

decisions (Jou and Lee, 2004; Richardson, 2006). Li and Liao (2014) show that the level of D&O 

insurance coverage is positively associated with over-investment and conclude that better 

corporate governance mechanisms help mitigate the inefficiency problems caused by D&O 

insurance. Aguir, Burns, Mansi and Wald (2014) find director compensation is higher when the 

firm provides less insurance protection. In addition, protected directors are less likely to negotiate 

on takeovers and the bid premium is lower once an acquisition happens. 
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2.2  Literature Review in M&As 

 There are numerous studies that analyze mergers and acquisitions. M&As refer to 

the consolidation of companies or assets. M&As can include a number of different transactions, 

such as mergers, acquisitions, consolidations, tender offers, purchase of assets and management 

acquisitions.  

 Companies would merge with or acquire other companies for at least the following five 

reasons. We list them as below: 

(1) Synergy- by combining business activities, companies performance will increase and costs 

will decrease. Essentially, a business will attempt to merge with another business that has 

complementary strengths and weaknesses. That is, company could increase its performance 

through synergy  (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999).  

 

(2) Diversification / Sharpening Business Focus- A company that merges to diversify may 

acquire another company in a seemingly unrelated industry in order to reduce the impact of 

a particular industry's performance on its profitability. Companies seeking to sharpen focus 

often merge with companies that have deeper market penetration in a key area of operations. 

In another words, through M&As to reach economies of scope and scale (Pangarkar and Lim, 

2003), and greater market monopoly (Ikeda and Doi, 1983; Lubatkin, 1983; Sharma and Ho, 

2002), company could increase its performance.  

 

(3) Growth- Mergers can give the acquiring company an opportunity to grow market 

share without having to really earn it by doing the work themselves instead, they buy a 

competitor's business for a price. Usually, these are called horizontal mergers. For example, 

a beer company may choose to buy out a smaller competing brewery, enabling the smaller 

company to make more beer and sell more to its brand-loyal customers.  
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(4) Increase Supply-Chain Pricing Power- By buying out one of its suppliers or one of the 

distributors, a business can eliminate a level of costs. If a company buys out one of its 

suppliers, it is able to save on the margins that the supplier was previously adding to its costs; 

this is known as a vertical merger. If a company buys out a distributor, it may be able to ship 

its products at a lower cost.  

 

(5) Eliminate Competition- Many M&A deals allow the acquirer to eliminate future competition 

and gain a larger market share in its product's market. The downside of this is that a 

large premium is usually required to convince the target company's shareholders to accept 

the offer. It is not uncommon for the acquiring company's shareholders to sell their shares 

and push the price lower in response to the company paying too much for the target company. 

 In reality, many firms may suffer a decrease in performance from an M&A activity, as 

companies face several obstacles which prevent such benefits from being properly executed 

(Chakrabarti, 1990; Fang, Fridh and Schultzberg, 2004; Ivancevich, Schweiger and Power, 

1987; Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988; Schweiger and Denisi, 1991). Lin and Lee (2014) also 

addressed that there is weak evidence of improved performance of  Taiwanese financial holding 

corporations doing M&As. Obstacles emerge at the level of people and process (Fang et al., 

2004; Schweiger and Denisi, 1991). On one hand, increased formalization of resource allocation 

and other management decision areas adversely affect performance, and similar challenges 

emerge at the level of strategic capabilities (Chakrabarti, 1990).  

 On the other hand, the human aspect of M&As is equally relevant (Ivancevich et al., 

1987; Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988). As the aborted merger between Telia (Swedish) and 

Telenor (Norwegian) shows, nationalistic sentiments and emotions embedded in employees can 

cause irreversible damages to cross-border investments (Fang et al., 2004). Indeed, even the 

managers involved in the M&A process cannot predict all the issues that are likely to emerge 
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during the integration phase of the deal (Schoenberg, 2006; Slangen,2006; Very and Schweiger, 

2001). A review of works on accounting performance after an M&A has been provided in the 

papers by Zollo and Meier (2008), Papadakis and Thanos (2010), and Thanos and Papadakis 

(2012a, b). Thus, the question of post-M&A operating performance improvements has been 

addressed by many researchers over the last three decades (Healy, Palepu and Ruback 1992; 

Papadakis and Thanos, 2010; Seth, 1990; Tuch and O’Sullivan, 2007; Zollo and Meier, 2008). 

Companies either experience negative or no gains from M&As and some studies indicate that 

acquirers can improve operating performance after M&As. 

 Recent trends in mergers and acquisitions activity stand in marked contrast to the 

historical precedent described by Kester (1991). He attributes the historically smaller scale of 

Japanese mergers activity to the unique Japanese governance structure involving implicit 

contracts based on trust, extensive reciprocal shareholdings, and early selective intervention by 

main banks and other key shareholders. Odagiri (1992) suggests cultural factors might explain 

the relative rarity of large scale mergers and acquisitions because management has traditionally 

preferred internal growth mechanisms such as reinvesting retained earnings and setting up 

subsidiaries to mergers and acquisitions. Kester (1991) goes on to suggest that due to the structure 

of the governance system, “the net economic benefits of mergers and acquisitions may have been 

smaller for Japanese companies than for others.”   

 There are several studies that examine the market reaction to merger announcements. 

Kang, Shivdasani and Yamada (2000) report acquiring firms experience significantly positive 2-

day abnormal returns of 1.2% for mergers completed during 1977 to 1993. They show that the 

abnormal returns are related to the strength of the acquirers' banking relationship and that the 

benefits are especially important when acquirers have relatively poor investment opportunities. 

Van Schaik and Steenbeek (2004) report similar abnormal returns of 1.5% for a more recent 

sample of mergers completed during 1993 to 2003. However, the abnormal gains dissipate 
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quickly following the announcements. Moreover, the announcement effects are no longer related 

to the strength of the acquirers' banking relationship or to keiretsu membership. Both Van Schaik 

and Steenbeek and Kang et al. report limited evidence of lower abnormal returns when the merger 

is motivated by rescue purposes.  

 Pettway and Yamada (1986) study the wealth effects of mergers over an extended time 

frame encompassing the announcement and effective dates. They report both acquiring and target 

firms experience positive but insignificant abnormal returns. Pettway and Yamada also show the 

acquirers' shareholders lose wealth when the target firms' assets are large, but they accrue wealth 

when the target firms' assets are substantially smaller than those of the acquiring firm. This 

pattern is the reverse of that observed for takeovers in the U.S. as reported by Asquith et al. 

(1983). Pettway and Yamada attribute the losses following takeovers of relatively larger firms to 

“the many cultural and environmental differences between Japan and America in management 

styles and objectives.”  
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Chapter 3 

Data and Sample Selection 

 

 We use a sample of Taiwanese companies listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange and 

Over-the-Counter market because Taiwan legally mandates companies to disclose information 

concerning D&O insurance purchases. We present the number and the percentage of firms with 

D&O insurance in Taiwan from 2009 to 2016 in Table 1. The percentage of firms that purchase 

D&O insurance grows from 47% to 70% between 2009 and 2016. Firms that purchased D&O 

insurance has gradually and constantly increased, indicating that a growing number of listed 

firms in Taiwan began to purchase D&O insurance.  

 

Table 1 The Number of Listed Firms in Taiwan which Purchase D&O 
Note: the number in the paranthesis refers to the percentage of firms which purchase D&O among all firms. 
 

  
  

As for M&A data, we extract the acquisition sample from the Securities Data 

Corporation’s (SDC) Mergers and Acquisitions database. We identify 810 acquisitions made by 

Taiwanese firms between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2016 that meet the following 

criteria: 

1. The acquisition is completed. 

2. The deal value disclosed in SDC is more than $1 million 

3. The acquirer has annual financial statement information available and stock return data from 

Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ).  

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

Firms with 
D&O 

625 677 738 827 875 946 1,047 1,155 6,890 

(47%) (49%) (51%) (55%) (57%) (60%) (64%) (70%) (57%) 

Total Firms 1,343 1,396 1,455 1,506 1,542 1,587 1,635 1,663 12,129 
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 However, we eventually use 779 M&As in the sample. There are several reasons for the 

elimination. First, we remove 23 firms that acquire none of shares of target firms from our 

sample. Second, we take five firms which are lack of some financial data such as free cash flow 

off the sample. Last but not least, three firms without classification of industry would be removed 

from the sample as well.  

 Table 2 shows the distribution of our sample of acquirers by industry and by year. As can 

be seen from the table, we find that about 60% (453 in 779 for all years) of mergers and 

acqusitions were made by firms in electronics industry. We also find that the number of M&As 

in 2015 is obviously more than other years. While this trend is aligned with that of M&As in the 

world, the M&As in Taiwan for this year are mainly for two reasons: one, firms in electronics 

industry do plenty of vertical M&As due to its industrial characteristics and transformational 

needs. In addition, firms in financial holding industry do M&As in pursing the Taiwanese 

government’s “Asia Cup” policy (PwC, 2016). We also notice that the number of M&As in 

2009-2010 is relatively low compared to other years. Due to the financial crisis in 2008, it takes 

time for firms to recover in order to make acquisitions. 

 

Table 2 The Distribution of M&As by Industry and Year  
 

 

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 
Electronics 35 44 86 55 27 40 95 71 453 
Financial 4 1 7 12 2 6 19 9 60 
Bio 5 0 6 2 4 12 12 3 44 
Others 18 25 34 38 14 31 31 31 162 
Total 62 70 133 107 47 89 157 114 779 
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 We present the number and the percentage of acquirers which purchase D&O insurance 

in Table 3. While the percentage of acquirers with D&O insurance in our sample ranges from 

63% to 86%, the numbers increase to 85%-86% in 2014 and 2015. We find that this is because 

firms in electronics and financial industry composed almost three fourths in M&A deals. Firms 

in these industries in Taiwan are mostly regulated to purchase D&O insurance. We also find that 

the percentage of purchasing D&O insurance in firms doing M&As is higher compared to all 

firms shown in Table 1. It is an interesting finding in that managers intend to protect their 

directors and officers from financial liability in the event that they are sued when they face such 

important corporate decisions like M&As. 

 

Table 3 The Number of Acquirer which Purchase D&O 
Note: the number in the paranthesis refers to the percentage of acquirers which purchase D&O among all M&As 

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

Acquirers with 
D&O 

39 49 95 79 34 76 135 90 597 

(63%) (70%) (71%) (74%) (72%) (85%) (86%) (79%) (77%) 

Total Acquirers 62 70 133 107 47 89 157 114 779 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology and Variable Description 

4.1  Methodology 

 In our analysis, we examine the effect of D&O insurance and its coverage on stock return 

using multivariate regressions. We apply five-day cumulative abnormal announcement returns 

(CARs), one-year buy and hold returns (BHAR1) and three-year buy and hold returns (BHAR3) 

as our dependent variables in the regression models. The independent variables are consisted of 

D&O insurance related variables, M&As deal characteristics, acquirers’ financial characteristics 

and corporate governance. The main empirical model is: 

 Acquirer returns= f(D&O insurance measures, Deal characteristics, Acquirer financial 

characteristics, Corporate governance, Industry and time effects). 

 We explain our variables in the following section. All the descriptions of the variables 

are shown in Table 4.  

4.2  Variable Description 

4.2.1  Key Variables   

 The data on D&O insurance are compiled from a sample of Taiwanese publicly listed 

firms, which are required to disclose the details of their D&O insurance policies. Following the 

literature (e.g. Core, 1997; Chalmers et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2011), we use two proxies for D&O 

insurance: (1) an indicator variable (Insurance) for whether the firm has a D&O insurance policy; 

(2) a continuous variable (Insurance Coverage/market value of equity) defined as the insured 

amount of the D&O insurance policy scaled by the firm’s market value of equity of the year. The 

reason we scale coverage by the market value of equity is that the maximum liability exposure 

and both D&O insurance coverage and damage award are often positively correlated with the 

market value of equity (Baker and Griffith, 2007).  

 Cumulative abnormal announcement return is calculated between two days before and 
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two days after the M&As announcenment. Buy and hold returns are computed for one year and 

three years starting from the M&As announcement. Announcement dates are from SDC’s 

Mergers and Acquisitions database. 

4.2.2  Deal Characteristics 

 We also control for deal-specific characteristics that prior literature such as Masulis, 

Wang and Xie (2007) and Lin et al.(2011) have shown to affect acquirer returns. Specifically, 

we control for the method of payment, acquirer’s attitude towards M&As, relative deal size, 

industry relatedness of the acquisition and target ownership status.  

 The method of payment is also related to the stock market’s response to acquisition 

announcements. All cash deal is an indicator variable which equals one if the acquisition is fully 

financed with cash and zero otherwise. Attitude towards M&As are specified in “friendly”, 

“neutral”, “not applied”, and “unsolicited” from SDC database. Friendly deal is an indicator 

variable which equals one if the attitude towards acquisition is specified “friendly” and zero 

otherwise. Half of the acquisitions in our sample is considered as a friendly deal which is not 

aligned with the one reported in Lin et al.(2011). Therefore, we use non-unsolicited deal as our 

independent variable as well. Non-unsolicited deal is an indicator variable which equals one for 

deals not specified “unsolicited”; zero otherwise. Relative deal size is defined as the deal value 

scaled by the bidder’s market value of equity. Unrelated deal is an indicator variable which equals 

one for diversifying acquisitions, and zero otherwise. We classify a deal as a diversifying 

acquisition if the acquirer and target do not have the same industry code from TEJ database. 

Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1990) find that diversifying acquisitions usually destroy 

shareholder value, while potentially benefiting self-interested managers. Diversification can 

increase the expected utility of poorly diversified risk-averse managers by reducing firm risk 

(Amihud and Lev (1981)). However, recent research on the “ diversification discount”  (see, for 

example, Villalonga (2004a, 2004b) and Campa and Kedia (2002)) shows that diversification 
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does not necessarily lead to lower firm value and sometimes is associated with higher firm value. 

Fuller, Netter and Stegemoller (2002) and Moeller, Schlingemann, and Stulz (2004) report that 

acquirers experience significantly negative abnormal returns when targets are private companies 

or subsidiaries. To take this evidence into account, we create three indicator variables denoted 

by public, private, and subsidiary to represent targets in these three categories.  

4.2.3  Acquirer Financial Characteristics 

 In our regressions, we also control for acquirer-specific financial characteristics such as 

acquirer size (the natural log of book value of total assets), market-to-book ratio, leverage and 

free cash flow. All these acquirer traits that we control are measured at the fiscal year-end prior 

to the acquisition announcenment and have been discussed in the literature as potential 

determinants of acquirer decisions and outcomes.  

 Moeller, Schlingemann, and Stulz (2004) find robust evidence that acquirer size is 

negatively correlated with the acquirer’s announcement-period CAR. They interpret this size 

effect as evidence supporting the managerial hubris hypothesis (Roll, 1986), since they find that 

on average larger acquirers pay higher premiums and make acquisitions that generate negative 

dollar synergies. An alternative explanation is that large firm size serves as a rather effective 

takeover defense, since it takes more resources to acquire a larger target. Thus, we should expect 

that managers of larger firms are more entrenched and more likely to make value-reducing 

acquisitions. Leverage is an important governance mechanism, since higher debt levels help 

reduce future free cash flows and limit managerial discretion (Stulz, 1990). Based on Gilson and 

Vetsuypens (1994) and Baird and Rasmussen (2001), leverage also provides incentives for 

managers to improve firm performance, since managers have to cede significant control to 

creditors and often lose their jobs if their firms fall into financial distress. Following the existing 

literatures, we expect leverage to have a positive effect on CAR. Free cash flow theory found in 

Jensen (1986) predicts which mergers and takeovers are more likely to destroy value. It shows 
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how takeovers are both evidence of the conflicts of interest between shareholders and managers, 

and a solution to the problem. Acquisitions are one way managers spend cash instead of paying 

it out to shareholders.  

4.2.4  Corporate governance 

 We include proxy variables for managerial quality, industry competitiveness, managerial 

ownership, and institutional ownership into the regressions. Intuitively, managerial quality might 

affect acquisition outcomes. It is also possible that poor-quality managers cause their firms to 

adopt D&O insurance as an entrenchment device. We therefore follow Morck, Shleifer and 

Vishny (1990) and proxy for acquirer managerial quality with the acquirer’s industry-adjusted 

operating income growth over the two years prior to the acquisition announcement date. 

Following Morck, Stangeland and Yeung (2000), industry adjustment is based on median 

operating income growth rate in the industry classified by TEJ database. This proxy variable used 

in M&A studies of acquirer announcement returns could also been found in Masulis et al. (2007) 

and Wang and Xie (2009).  

 Institutional investors also play an important corporate governance role. Institutional 

investors are better informed and more capable monitors (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Grinstein 

and Michaely, 2005). As a consequence, the presence of institutional investors makes external 

governance more effective and increases the marginal costs of engaging in empire-building or 

other types of moral hazard activities. Institutional ownership is the number of shares held by all 

institutional investors divided by the total number of shares outstanding. We also control for 

either insider equity ownership or control ownership because equity ownership can help align 

the interests of managers with those of shareholders and therefore alleviate the agency problems 

associated with managerial opportunism (Jensen,1993). We also control for the percentage of 

independent directors (the number of independent director/the number of board) in our 

regression. Lamoreaux, Litov, and Mauler (2018) suggest that independent director board role 
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enhances firm value and improves the quality of corporate governance. Detailed definitions of 

all variables can be found in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Definitions of Variables 
Variables Definitions 
Key Variables 

D&O Insurance (1/0) 
Equals one if a firm has D&O insurance in the fiscal year before the 
acquisition announcement year; zero otherwise 

Insurance coverage ratio Insured amount of the D&O insurance policy/market value of stock 
Acquirer cumulative abnormal 
announcement return CAR  
(-2, +2) (%)  

Five-day cumulative abnormal return calculated and the announcement 
date as day 0 

Acquirer buy and hold abnormal 
return (one year%)  

One-year buy and hold abnormal returns calculated by deducting the 
normal buy and hold return from the realized buy and hold return. 

Acquirer buy and hold return (one 
year%)  

One-year buy and hold return 

Acquirer buy and hold abnormal 
return (three year%)  

Three-year buy and hold abnormal returns calculated by deducting the 
normal buy and hold return from the realized buy and hold return. 

Acquirer buy and hold return (three 
year%)  

Three-year buy and hold return 

Deal Characteristics 
All cash deal(1/0) Equals one for solely cash-financed deals; zero otherwise 
Friendly deal(1/0) Equals one for deals specified “friendly”; zero otherwise 
Non_unsolic. Deal(1/0) Equals one for deals not specified “unsolicited”; zero otherwise 
Relative Size(%) SDC deal value/acquirer market value  

Unrelated deal(1/0) 
Equals one for deals in which the acquirer and the target do not have 
the same industry classification by TEJ; zero otherwise 

Private target(1/0) Equals one when the target is a private firm; zero otherwise 
Subsidiary target(1/0) Equals one when the target is a subsidiary; zero otherwise 
Acquirer Financial Characteristics 

Log(assets) 
Natural log of book value of total assets in the fiscal year prior to 
announcement 

Market-to-book 
(Fiscal-year-end market value of equity+book value of liabilities) /total 
assets in the fiscal year prior to announcement 

Leverage Debt/Equity in the fiscal year prior to announcement 
Free cash flow (Operating income before depreciation-interest expense-income taxes-

capital expenditure)/book value of total assets in the fiscal year prior to 
announcement  

Corporate Governance  

Managerial quality  

Proxied by average annual industry-median-adjusted operating income 
(i.e., earnings before interest, tax, and depreciation) growth rate over 
the previous two years. Industry adjustment is based on industry code 
by TEJ 

Insider ownership(%) 
The proportion of shares held by company insiders, including board 
and officers.  

Board ownership(%) The proportion of shares held by board 
Officer ownership(%) The proportion of shares held by officers 
Institutional ownership(%) The proportion of shares held by institutional investors 
Control ownership(%) The proportion of shares held by actual controller 
IND(%) The proportion of independent director of the board 
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Chapter 5 

Empirical Results and Analysis 

 

5.1 Descriptive Statistics 

 Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics of all variables we use in our regression models. 

About 77% of the acquirers in our sample purchase D&O insurance policies to protect their 

directors and officers from financial liability. The mean scaled D&O coverage ratio in our sample 

is 0.04 which is slightly lower than but close to the firms in the sample of IPO reported in 

Chalmers et al., (2002). We find that the average five-day cumulative abnormal announcement 

return for our sample is 2.38%. The average buy and hold abnormal return for one year is 3.07% 

and that of three year is 7.94%. The mean value of five-day cumulative abnormal announcement 

return is lower than one-year and three-year buy and hold returns. We also find that the average 

of acquisition outcome is better in long term than in short term. 

 As shown in Table 5, 93% of the acquisitions made in our sample are fully financed with 

cash. It also shows that almost (99.87%) all the acquisitions in our sample are non-unsolicited 

deals which is consistent with the result of friendly deal reported in Lin et al. (2011). We can 

notice that there are 32% of the acquirers taking over the firms in different industry in our sample. 

We also find that there are 40% of our target firms are either private companies or subsidiaries. 

Acquirers’ shares held by company insiders are 18.80% and held by institutions are 15.72% on 

average in our sample. Descriptive statistics for all variables are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Descriptive Statistics of All Variables 

Variables N Mean Std Dev Maximum Minimum Q1 Median Q3 
Key Variables         
D&O Insurance (1/0) 779 0.77 0.42 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Insurance coverage ratio 779 0.04 0.07 0.82 0.00 0.00057 0.01 0.05 
Acquirer cumulative abnormal announcement return CAR(%)  779 2.38 6.63 44.76 -26.97 -1.11 1.66 5.29 
Acquirer buy and hold abnormal return (one year%)  779 3.07 19.55 778.10 -890.70 -19.73 1.50 30.10 
Acquirer buy and hold return (one year%)  779 12.19 19.52 987.00 -990.60 -19.49 11.21 41.50 
Acquirer buy and hold abnormal return (three year%)  507 7.94 161.87 702.30 -679.50 -40.26 -4.99 44.98 
Acquirer buy and hold return (three year%)  507 20.29 215.82 990.00 -993.20 -30.30 16.36 68.23 
Deal Characteristics         
All cash deal(1/0) 779 0.93 0.25 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Friendly deal(1/0) 779 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Non-unsolicited. Deal(1/0) 779 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Relative Size(%) 779 6.60 20.73 407.60 0.002 1.18 2.96 5.58 
Unrelated deal(1/0) 779 0.32 0.47 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Private target(1/0) 779 0.22 0.41 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subsidiary target(1/0) 779 0.18 0.39 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Acquirer Financial Characteristics         
Log(assets) 779 16.55 2.20 22.82 11.10 14.90 16.13 17.49 
Market-to-book 779 1.29 0.67 5.30 0.48 0.90 1.06 1.43 
Leverage 779 1.51 2.88 25.28 0.01 0.34 0.54 1.16 
Free cash flow 779 2.83 3.80 10.00 -9.91 0.11 1.76 6.29 
Corporate Governance          
Managerial quality  779 -1.32 20.90 158.49 -308.90 -0.71 -0.02 0.67 
Insider ownership(%) 779 18.80 13.26 77.00 1.09 9.06 15.20 24.21 
  Board ownership(%) 779 17.57 12.80 67.51 0.99 8.22 13.89 22.44 
  Officer ownership(%) 779 1.23 2.08 28.59 0.00 0.10 0.51 1.52 
Institutional ownership(%) 779 15.72 16.60 89.55 0.00 1.43 11.67 24.34 
Control ownership(%) 779 23.51 16.04 91.15 0.87 10.62 19.64 33.53 
IND(%) 779 19.59 14.07 80.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 27.27 
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5.2  Regression Results  

 Before conducting regression analysis, we first take a look at univariate statistics to see 

if there are any broad patterns in the data. Specifically, we split the sample into groups with and 

without D&O insurance and compare the mean values of all variables. The results are presented 

in Table 6.  

 As can be seen from the table, the average value of five-day CARs for firms with and 

without D&O insurance are 2.43% and 2.21% respectively. Although firms with D&O insurance 

have higher CARs than firms without D&O insurance, the differences are not statistically 

significant. Our results are not consistent with Lin et al. (2011) which presents firms without 

D&O insurance have higher CARs. When we examine the one-year and three-year buy and hold 

returns, the one-year buy and hold abnormal returns for firms with D&O insurance are also higher 

than for firms without D&O insurance. However, we also find that the three-year buy and hold 

abnormal returns for firms with and without D&O insurance are 0.34% and 28.67%. In other 

words, firms without D&O insurance tend to have significantly higher three-year buy and hold 

abnormal return on average than firms with D&O insurance. Regarding acquirers’ M&As 

outcomes, the results are somewhat mixed. 

 As for deal characteristics, we find that firms without D&O insurance have more 

tendency to make all-cash deals and deals with private targets. We also find that firms without 

D&O insurance are more likely to make unrelated acquisitions than firms with D&O insurance. 

Prior literature has demonstrated that unrelated or diversifying acquisitions are associated with 

losses in value for acquirer shareholders (Morck et al., 1990).  

 The differences between firms that purchased D&O insurance and firms that do not are 

significant in acquirers’ financial characteristics such as acquirer size, market-to-book and 

leverage. It is also found in Table 6 that insured firms usually have better corporate governance 

performance than uninsured companies. They have more independent directors, smaller 
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percentages of company stock being held by major shareholders and fewer controller. This means 

that companies with better corporate governance and monitoring mechanisms purchase more 

D&O  insurance (Chen, 2017). We could find that there are significant difference between firms 

without and with D&O insurance in these variables in Table 6. 
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Table 6   Mean Value Comparisons between Firms with and without D&O Insurance 

  firms without D&O   firms with D&O     
  N Mean N Mean Difference 
Key Variables        
Insurance coverage ratio 182 0.00 597 0.05  -0.05 *** 
Acquirer cumulative abnormal announcement return CAR(%)  182 2.21 597 2.43  -0.22  
Acquirer buy and hold abnormal return(one year%) 182 -7.71 597 6.35  -14.06  
Acquirer buy and hold return(one year%) 182 21.17 597 9.45  11.72  
Acquirer buy and hold abnormal return (three year%)  136 28.67 371 0.34  28.33 * 
Acquirer buy and hold return (three year%)  136 12.23 371 23.24  -11.01  
Deal Characteristics        
All cash deal(1/0) 182 0.96 597 0.92  0.04 * 
Friendly deal(1/0) 182 0.51 597 0.50  0.01  
Non-unsolicited. Deal(1/0) 182 1.00 597 1.00  0  
Relative Size(%) 182 7.08 597 6.46  0.62  
Unrelated deal(1/0) 182 0.35 597 0.32  0.03  
Private target(1/0) 182 0.23 597 0.21  0.02  
Subsidiary target(1/0) 182 0.18 597 0.18  0  
Acquirer Financial Characteristics        
Log(assets) 182 15.82 597 16.77  -0.95 *** 
Market-to-book 182 1.19 597 1.32  -0.13 *** 
Leverage 182 1.09 597 1.64  -0.55 *** 
Free cash flow 182 2.76 597 2.85  -0.09  
Corporate Governance          
Managerial quality  182 0.29 597 -1.81   2.10  
Insider ownership(%) 182 21.01 597 18.13  2.88 ** 
  Board ownership(%) 182 19.77 597 16.90  2.87 *** 
  Officer ownership(%) 182 1.24 597 1.23  0.01  
Institutional ownership(%) 182 20.54 597 14.25  6.29 *** 
Control ownership(%) 182 29.85 597 21.58  8.27 *** 
IND(%) 182 12.20 597 21.84  -0.10 *** 
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5.2.1  D&O Insurance and Acquirer Returns: All Firms in Our Sample 

 We present the results of regressions on measures of D&O insurance use on CARs in 

Table 7. In Model (1) and (2), D&O insurance coverage ratio, which is equals to insured amount 

of the D&O insurance policy/market value of stock, is used as our key independent variable while 

we use D&O insurance indicator as our independent variable in Model (3) and (4). We control a 

set of variables, including deal characteristics and acquirer financial characteristics in Model (1). 

Our control in industry effect is that we use three types of industry dummies. We discuss each 

result in next section. 

 The results in Table 7 show that the coefficient of D&O insurance measure is 0.1435 and 

statistically significant at one percent level in Model (1), suggesting a positive impact of D&O 

insurance coverage on CARs. We further control corporate governance variables such as 

insider/control ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors 

in Model (2) and our results remain similar. The results in Model (3) and (4) are also consistent 

but not significant. The results of D&O insurance measures we conduct are in contrast to the 

results reported in Lin et al. (2011). It is likely because our sample is extracted from 2009 to 2016 

where financial crisis 2008 is not included during this period. Another possibility is that firms in 

financial industries with D&O insurance usually benefit from M&A announcements which is 

presented in Chen and Dempere (2011). The other probability is the difference between common 

law legal system in Canada and civil law legal system in Taiwan which may affect the purchase 

of D&O insurance. Chen (2017) has pointed out that many details in the regulations and 

insurance policies in Taiwan are not as complete as the common law countries such as the United 

States and Canada. These not only influence the compensation for directors and corporations, but 

also the incentives to purchase D&O insurance. In addition, according to the statistics about civil 

cases terminated in the first instance by the district courts in 2015, there are only five cases 

concerning company suing director or auditor out of all cases of the year which are consisted of 
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3157 cases concerning Company Act and 13 cases about Securities trading. The numbers are still 

limited and not significantly increased compared with the past. 

 The coefficients on the control variables are partialy consistent with prior literature. 

Specifically, we find that acquirers’ size is significantly negatively associated with CARs in all 

models which is consistent with the findings in Moeller et al. (2004). We also find that free cash 

flow is significantly positive asscoiated with CARs in most models we use in our research. 

However, the results we find is not aligned with the free cash flow theory found in Jensen (1986) 

that predicts mergers and takeovers are more likely to destroy value. As can be seen in Model 

(2) and (4) in Table 7, we also control corporate governance effect on acquirer abnormal 

announcement returns. We find that insider ownership exhibits a significantly negative relation 

to CARs which is consistent with Masulis, Wang and Xie (2017). 

 After testing the D&O effect on five-day CARs, we thus examine the D&O effect on 

three-year buy and hold abnormal returns. We present the results of regressions on measures of 

D&O insurnace use on three-year BHAR in Table 8. The results in Table 8 show that the 

coefficient of D&O insurance coverage ratio is -2.4821 and significant at 10 percent level. It 

implies that firms with higher D&O insurance coverage ratio may result in lower long-term 

acquisition outcome. The result is different from what we found in Table 7 though it is aligned 

with the results found in Lin et al. (2011). In other words, the result of CARs is different but the 

long-term performance is consistent with Lin et al. (2011). We take long-term outcome into 

consideration. We also find that the coefficient of market-to-book ratio is 0.2389 and is 

significantly associated with three-year BHAR in Table 8. However, it is found that high market-

to-book ratio obtain lower returns in Aras and Yilmaz (2008). We furthermore examine the D&O 

impact on one-year buy and abnormal returns.  

 Table 9 presents the results of regressions on measures of D&O insurance use on one-

year BHAR. While the adjusted R-square in our regression models for one-year BHAR is 
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negative, we would like to show this result as reference and focus more on our long-term results 

in three-year performance. We find that the coefficient of D&O insurance measure is 0.241 in 

Model (1). We also find that all coefficients of D&O insurance measures are positive but not 

significant in Table 9. It could be said that firms with D&O insurance and higher D&O coverage 

ratio are likely to have better one-year acquisition performance which is aligned with the results 

we found in Table 7. We also find that the coefficient of institutional ownership is 0.0153 and 

significant at 10 percent level in Model (2). Institutional ownership is positive related to one-year 

BHAR. Institutional investors are said to be better informed and more capable monitors (Shleifer 

and Vishny, 1997; Grinstein and Michaely, 2005). On the other hand, we find that the coefficient 

of control ownership is -0.0201 and significant at 5 percent level in Model (2). The variable, 

control ownership, exhibits a significantly negative relation to one-year BHAR. The way these 

two variables affect five-day CARs and one-year BHAR are consistent based on our findings in 

Table 7 and Table 9. 
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Table 7 D&O Effect on Acquirer Abnormal Announcement Returns (CARs) 
 This table shows the results from regressions of CAR (-2,+2)(%) on measures of D&O insurance use. For model 1 and 2, we apply D&O insurance coverage ratio as our 
independent variable. For model 3 and 4, we use D&O insurance dummy as our independent variable. We additionally control corporate governance variables such as insider 
ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors in Model 2 and 4. *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 
level (two-tailed), respectively. 

Variables Model (1)  Model (2)  Model (3)  Model (4) 
Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 

Intercept 0.1030 *** 3.38  0.1192 *** 3.71  0.1448 *** 5.01  0.1615 *** 5.24 
Coverage ratio 0.1435 *** 3.78  0.1425 *** 3.72         
Insurance         0.0090  1.51  0.0095  1.54 
All cash deal 0.0148  1.51  0.0151  1.54  0.0156  1.59  0.0160  1.62 
Non-unsolicited Deal -0.0574  -0.89  -0.0565  -0.87  -0.0566  -0.87  -0.0558  -0.86 
Relative Size -0.0055  -0.47  -0.0061  -0.52  -0.0036  -0.31  -0.0044  -0.37 
Unrelated deal 0.0010  0.17  0.0014  0.23  0.0009  0.15  0.0014  0.22 
Private target -0.0063  -0.91  -0.0055  -0.81  -0.0067  -0.97  -0.0059  -0.85 
Subsidiary target 0.0013  0.19  0.0015  0.21  0.0016  0.22  0.0017  0.24 
Log(assets) -0.0053 *** -3.33  -0.0062 *** -3.73  -0.0078 *** -5.10  -0.0087 *** -5.44 
Market-to-book -0.0019  -0.49  -0.0020  -0.50  -0.0043  -1.07  -0.0044  -1.09 
Leverage 0.0008  0.81  0.0007  0.73  0.0009  0.90  0.0008  0.81 
Free cash flow 0.0012 * 1.94  0.0013 ** 2.00  0.0010  1.65  0.0011 * 1.71 
Managerial quality  -0.00004  -0.38  -0.00004  -0.40  -0.00002  -0.19  -0.00002  -0.21 
Insider ownership     -0.0004 * -1.86      -0.0005 * -1.95 
Institutional ownership     0.0002  1.25      0.0003  1.34 
IND     0.0095  0.51      0.0110  0.58 
                
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Industry fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.0665  0.0672  0.0517  0.0530 
No. of Obs.  779    779    779    779  
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 Table 8 D&O Effect on 3-Year Buy and Hold Abnormal Return (BHAR3) 
 We present the results from regressions of three-year buy and hold returns (%) on measures of D&O insurance use. For model 1 and 2, we use D&O insurance coverage ratio as 
our independent variable. For model 3 and 4, we apply D&O insurance dummy as our independent variable. We additionally control corporate governance variables such as insider 
ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors in Model 2 and 4. *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 
level (two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables Model (1)  Model (2)  Model (3)  Model (4) 
Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 

Intercept 0.9349  0.95  0.3456  0.32  0.3536  0.37  -0.2381  -0.23 
Coverage ratio -2.4821 * -1.75  -2.3566  -1.64         
Insurance         -0.2081  -1.15  -0.1982  -1.05 
All cash deal 0.0725  0.26  0.0710  0.25  0.0346  0.12  0.0369  0.13 
Friendly deal 0.0223  0.10  0.0399  0.17  -0.0013  -0.01  0.0181  0.08 
Relative Size 0.3291  0.74  0.3027  0.68  0.2747  0.62  0.2542  0.57 
Unrelated deal -0.1292  -0.66  -0.1567  -0.79  -0.1303  -0.66  -0.1590  -0.80 
Private target -0.3819  -1.62  -0.3975 * -1.68  -0.3681  -1.56  -0.3842  -1.62 
Subsidiary target -0.1762  -0.75  -0.1986  -0.84  -0.1728  -0.74  -0.1939  -0.82 
Log(assets) -0.0559  -1.04  -0.0292  -0.52  -0.0151  -0.28  0.0110  0.20 
Market-to-book 0.2389 * 1.95  0.2478 ** 2.00  0.2497 ** 2.02  0.2582 ** 2.07 
Leverage 0.0010  0.03  -0.0021  -0.06  0.0003  0.01  -0.0027  -0.08 
Free cash flow 0.8928  0.96  0.6646  0.71  1.2386  1.38  0.9895  1.08 
Managerial quality  -0.0011  -0.15  0.0002  0.02  -0.0014  -0.19  -0.00002  0.00 
Insider ownership     0.0124  1.51      0.013  1.58 
Institutional ownership     -0.0029  -0.46      -0.0035  -0.55 
IND     -0.2725  -0.46      -0.2358  -0.39 
                
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Industry fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.0157  0.0152  0.0119  0.0122 
No. of Obs.  507    507    507    507  
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Table 9 D&O Effect on 1-Year Buy and Hold Abnormal Return (BHAR1) 
 This table shows the results from regressions of one-year buy and hold returns (%) on measures of D&O insurance use. For model 1 and 2, we use D&O insurance coverage ratio 
as our independent variable. For model 3 and 4, we use D&O insurance dummy as our independent variable. We additionally control corporate governance variables such as control 
ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors in Model 2 and 4. *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 
level (two-tailed), respectively. 

Variables Model (1)  Model (2)  Model (3)  Model (4) 
Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 

Intercept -0.2778  -0.30  0.3426  0.35  -0.1743  -0.20  0.4385  0.48 
Coverage ratio 0.2410  0.21  0.2063  0.18         
Insurance         0.1250  0.69  0.1248  0.66 
All cash deal -0.0790  -0.26  -0.0514  -0.17  -0.0721  -0.23  -0.0494  -0.16 
Friendly deal 0.1524  0.65  0.1693  0.72  0.1656  0.70  0.183  0.77 
Relative Size -0.1813  -0.50  -0.1933  -0.53  -0.1835  -0.50  -0.1972  -0.54 
Unrelated deal 0.1563  0.78  0.1713  0.85  0.1601  0.80  0.1739  0.87 
Private target -0.0838  -0.35  -0.1035  -0.43  -0.0901  -0.38  -0.1116  -0.47 
Subsidiary target -0.2326  -0.97  -0.2648  -1.10  -0.2363  -0.99  -0.2714  -1.13 
Log(assets) 0.0233  0.46  0.0064  0.13  0.0129  0.27  -0.0034  -0.07 
Market-to-book 0.0595  0.49  0.0726  0.59  0.0473  0.39  0.0618  0.51 
Leverage -0.0178  -0.60  -0.0165  -0.56  -0.0177  -0.60  -0.0164  -0.56 
Free cash flow 0.0161  0.83  0.0176  0.91  0.0161  0.84  0.0177  0.92 
Managerial quality  0.0014  0.42  0.0009  0.26  0.0015  0.45  0.0010  0.30 
Control ownership     -0.0201 ** -2.25      -0.0197 ** -2.20 
Institutional ownership     0.0153 * 1.76      0.0154 * 1.78 
IND     -0.5430  -0.96      -0.6122  -1.06 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Industry fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 -0.0054  -0.0015  -0.0049  -0.0009 
No. of Obs.  779    779    779    779  
�
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Chapter 6 

Robustness Checks 

 

 The focus in our primary analysis is placed on the relationship between D&O insurance 

and the acquisition performance among all M&As. In this section, we consider three robustness 

checks. First, we examine the effect of D&O insurance coverage ratio on acquirer CARs and 

three-year BHAR by using the sample of acquirers with D&O insurance only. Second, we 

furthermore examine the effect of D&O insurance coverage ratio on acquirer CARs and three-

year BHAR by using the sample of firms without financial industry since these companies are 

required to purchase D&O insurance. Third, we apply two-stage regressions to examine the 

endogeneity problem.  

 

6.1  D&O Insurance and Acquirer Returns: Firms with D&O Insurance Only 

 We present the D&O insurance coverage ratio effect on five-day CARs and three-year 

BHAR for firms with D&O insurance purchase only in Table 10. For each set of regressions, we 

run two specifications. The first controls for a set of deal characteristics, acquirer financial 

characteristics and year and industry effects; the second adds controls for corporate governance. 

The results in Table 10 show that the coefficient of D&O insurance coverage ratio is 0.1386 and  

is significant at one percent level associated with five-day CARs while it is -2.0182 and not 

significant related to three-year BHAR. We can tell that firms with D&O insurance would have 

better short-term acquisition performance when they have higher D&O insurance coverage ratio. 

The results of the sample with D&O insurance remain the same compared to the results of all 

sample presented in Table 7 and 9. We consistently find that acquirers’ size is significantly 

negatively associated with CARs and free cash flow is significantly positive related to CARs. 

We also find that acquisitions of private targets exhibit a significantly negative relation to three-
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year BHAR which is aligned with the findings in Fuller et al. (2002) and Moeller et al. (2004) 

while it is not consistent with the results reported in Lin et al. (2011). 
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Table 10 D&O Effect on CAR and BHAR3 for Sample with D&O Purchase Only 
 This table shows the results from regressions of CARs (-2, +2) (%) and three-year buy and hold returns (%) on measure of D&O insurance coverage ratio use. 
We additionally control corporate governance variables such as control ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors in second models. 
*, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level (two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 
Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 

Intercept 0.1262 *** 3.50  0.1311 *** 3.43  0.8092  0.63  0.1298  0.10 
Coverage ratio 0.1386 *** 3.31  0.1357 *** 3.23  -2.0182  -1.18  -1.9221  -1.13 
All cash deal 0.0119  1.14  0.0127  1.21  0.0229  0.07  0.0436  0.14 
Friendly deal         -0.0376  -0.14  -0.0005  0.00 
Non-unsolicited. Deal -0.0605  -0.97  -0.0620  -0.99         
Relative Size -0.0001  -0.01  -0.0009  -0.07  -0.5432  -1.05  -0.5186  -0.99 
Unrelated deal 0.0088  1.30  0.0094  1.38  -0.1903  -0.83  -0.2263  -0.98 
Private target -0.0037  -0.49  -0.0031  -0.42  -0.4895 * -1.78  -0.5293 * -1.91 
Subsidiary target -0.0120  -1.51  -0.0116  -1.45  -0.0756  -0.27  -0.1087  -0.39 
Log(assets) -0.0059 *** -3.14  -0.0064 *** -3.26  -0.0416  -0.59  -0.0067  -0.09 
Market-to-book -0.0038  -0.90  -0.0045  -1.05  0.1734  1.25  0.1960  1.40 
Leverage 0.0012  1.15  0.0011  1.04  -0.0072  -0.18  -0.0048  -0.12 
Free cash flow 0.0012 * 1.69  0.0012 * 1.69  0.9478  0.92  0.8753  0.84 
Managerial quality  -0.0001  -0.49  -0.0001  -0.49  0.0009  0.08  0.0037  0.33 
Insider ownership     -0.0002  -0.78      0.0154  1.50 
Institutional ownership     0.0001  0.64      -0.0120  -1.51 
IND     0.0229  1.11      -0.2718  -0.38 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Industry fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.095  0.0929  0.0138  0.0133 
No. of Obs.  597    597    371    371  
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6.2  D&O Insurance and Acquirer Returns: Firms without Financial Industry 

 We present the D&O insurance coverage ratio effect on five-day CARs and three-year 

BHAR for firms without financial industry in Table 11. The number of our sample used in 

calculation of five-day CARs and three-year BHAR reduce from 779 to 719 and 507 to 475 

respectively. For each set of regressions, we run two specifications. The first controls for a set of 

deal characteristics, acquirer financial characteristics and year and industry effects; the second 

adds controls for corporate governance.  The results in Table 11 show that the coefficient of D&O 

insurance coverage ratio is 0.1450 and is significant at one percent level associated with five-day 

CARs while it is -2.9339 and is significant at five percent level related to three-year BHAR. We 

can find that firms with D&O insurance would still have better short-term acquisition 

performance when they have higher D&O insurance coverage ratio. The results of the sample 

without financial industry remain the same compared to the results of all sample presented in 

Table 7 and 9. We consistently find that acquirers’ size is significantly negatively associated with 

CARs and free cash flow is significantly positive related to CARs. We even find that all cash 

deal turns to become significant at ten percent level related to CARs. We also find that 

acquisitions of private targets exhibit a significantly negative relation to three-year BHAR which 

is aligned with the findings in Fuller et al. (2002) and Moeller et al. (2004) while it is not 

consistent with the results reported in Lin et al. (2011).
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Table 11 D&O Effect on CAR and BHAR3 for Sample without Financial Industry�
 This table shows the results from regressions of CARs (-2, +2) (%) and three-year buy and hold returns (%) on measure of D&O insurance coverage ratio use. 
We additionally control corporate governance variables such as control ownership, institutional ownership, and the percentage of independent directors in second models. 
*, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level (two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 
Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 

Intercept 0.0968 *** 2.97  0.1154 *** 3.34  0.5414  0.53  0.0232  0.02 
Coverage ratio 0.1450 *** 3.71  0.1438 *** 3.64  -2.9339 ** -2.04  -2.5190 * -1.73 
All cash deal 0.0180 * 1.66  0.0186 * 1.70  0.2387  0.79  0.1935  0.64 
Friendly deal         -0.0146  -0.06  0.0123  0.05 
Non-unsolicited. Deal -0.0600  -0.90  -0.0589  -0.88         
Relative Size -0.0047  -0.38  -0.0054  -0.44  0.4185  0.91  0.3531  0.77 
Unrelated deal 0.0008  0.12  0.0011  0.15  -0.0491  -0.23  -0.0709  -0.33 
Private target -0.0055  -0.74  -0.0046  -0.62  -0.4177 * -1.68  -0.4729 * -1.88 
Subsidiary target 0.0006  0.08  0.0009  0.11  -0.1830  -0.73  -0.2526  -1.00 
Log(assets) -0.0051 *** -3.06  -0.0061 *** -3.5  -0.0479  -0.86  -0.0203  -0.35 
Market-to-book -0.0023  -0.55  -0.0022  -0.53  0.1923  1.54  0.2110 * 1.67 
Leverage 0.0004  0.33  0.0003  0.24  -0.0143  -0.24  -0.0323  -0.54 
Free cash flow 0.0012 * 1.80  0.0013 * 1.86  0.7157  0.75  0.4842  0.50 
Managerial quality  -0.00004  -0.37  -0.00004  -0.39  -0.0015  -0.21  -0.0011  -0.14 
Insider ownership     -0.0005 * -1.91      0.0109  1.27 
Institutional ownership     0.0003  1.32      0.0014  0.22 
IND     0.0103  0.54      -0.7205  -1.20 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Industry fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.0577  0.0588  0.0064  0.0097 
No. of Obs.  719    719    475    475  
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6.3  D&O Insurance and Acquirer Returns: Instrumental Variables 

 Endogeneity is a concern in any study dealing with the interaction between governance 

structure and corporate decision-making. It is possible that firms with D&O insurance have firm- 

specific characteristics that we have thus far failed to account for and that affect both the decision 

to obtain D&O insurance coverage and the quality of acquisition decisions. In this section we 

attempt to address this issue using an instrumental variable approach to solve the endogeneity 

problem.  

 We use the industry average D&O insurance incidence and median coverage ratio as 

instruments for the firm’s D&O insurance incidence and coverage ratio respectively following 

the literature (Adams, Lin, and Zou, 2011; Lin, Ma, Malatesta, and Xuan, 2011). There are two 

rationales for using the mean/median industry insurance use as the instrument. First, as Adams 

et al. (2011) point out, firms in the same region and/or industry may compete for the same small 

pool of managerial talent in the local labor market. Second, firms in the same industry face similar 

business risks and business cycles, and the risk of facing shareholder litigation often exhibits 

industry patterns: for instance, high-tech firms may be more likely to be targets of litigation in 

certain periods than other firms are (Core, 2000). As a result, industry mean/median industry 

D&O insurance use will be correlated with a firm’s D&O insurance coverage but is unlikely to 

directly influence the quality of a firm’s acquisitions except through the firm’s D&O insurance 

plan.  

 We run two first-stage regressions: one with the D&O insurance indicator variable as the 

dependent variable and the other with the D&O insurance coverage ratio (continuous) as the 

dependent variable. In the former regression, the key instrumental variable is the industry average 

of the D&O insurance indicator variable. In the latter regression, the key instrumental variable is 

the industry median D&O insurance coverage ratio. We report the results of the latter one in 

Table 12 and 13 and that of the former one in Table 14 and 15. Table 13 reports the results of 
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using industry median D&O insurance coverage ratio as instrumental variable in our first-stage 

regressions. The results of using industry average D&O insurance indicator as instrumental 

variable in our first-stage regressions are reported in Table 15. We find that the instrumental 

variables not only the mean industry D&O insurance dummy variable but also the median 

industry D&O insurance coverage ratio used in our regressions are significant. 

 We present our second-stage results in Table 12 and 14, reporting the results from 

regressing five-day CARs and three-year BHAR on instruments for D&O insurance use with 

consideration of time effect. The second-stage models include all variables from Table 7 and 8. 

The result show that the relationships between the dependent variables, five-day CARs and three-

year BHAR, and our most explanatory variables remain unchanged. However, in the second 

model of CARs in both second-stage results, we can find that D&O insurance coverage ratio and 

D&O insurance indicator turn to be negatively associated with acquirer returns which are not 

consistent with the previous results in Table 7. We also find that free cash flow becomes 

negatively related to three-year BHAR in Table 12 which is not aligned with the results reported 

in Table 8. We additionally find that all cash deal becomes negatively and IND (the proportion 

of independent director of the board) turns positively related to three-year BHAR in Table 14 

which are not consistent with the results shown in Table 8. 

 Last but not least, we also examine the effect on CARs and one-year BHAR by using the 

data from 2009 to 2014 which is the same dataset used for regressing three-year BHAR. We find 

that D&O insurance coverage ratio and D&O insurance incidence remain positively related to 

five-day CARs and negatively related to three-year BHAR. However, D&O insurance coverage 

ratio becomes negatively associated with one-year BHAR.    
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Table 12 Robustness Check for Endogeneity (1): The Second-Stage Regression Results 
 This table reports the second-stage regression results from regressing CAR(-2, +2)(%) and BHAR3 (%) on the instrumental variable, industry median insurance 
coverage ratio for D&O insurance use with consideration of time effects. The insurance coverage ratio is instrumented with fitted values from a first-stage regression on 
industry median insurance coverage ratio based on industry classification by TEJ and the control variables. *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 
0.05, and 0.01 level (two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables 
CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 

Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 
Intercept 0.1340  1.15  0.1550  0.84  4.6367 ** 2.33  5.9263 ** 2.07 
Coverage ratio 0.0032  0.01  -0.0058  -0.01  -27.2584 *** -2.82  -36.7027 ** -2.52 
All cash deal 0.0160  1.61  0.0167  1.46  0.2899  1.01  0.4300  1.36 
Friendly deal         -0.1015  -0.44  -0.1343  -0.57 
Non-unsolicited. Deal -0.0581  -0.89  -0.0571  -0.88         
Relative Size -0.0033  -0.25  -0.0038  -0.23  0.7932 * 1.65  1.0624 * 1.90 
Unrelated deal 0.0006  0.09  0.0009  0.13  -0.1560  -0.79  -0.1730  -0.87 
Private target -0.0075  -1.03  -0.0066  -0.88  -0.3460  -1.48  -0.3336  -1.42 
Subsidiary target 0.0008  0.11  0.0013  0.17  -0.0444  -0.19  0.0282  0.12 
Log(assets) -0.0069  -1.23  -0.0081  -0.86  -0.2398 ** -2.39  -0.3111 ** -2.13 
Market-to-book -0.0040  -0.58  -0.0042  -0.36  0.2626 ** 2.11  0.2661 ** 2.11 
Leverage 0.0009  0.76  0.0007  0.53  0.0486  1.60  0.0550 * 1.75 
Free cash flow 0.0010  1.13  0.0010  0.80  -4.1053 ** -2.03  -5.7742 ** -2.12 
Managerial quality  -0.00003  -0.26  -0.00003  -0.28  -0.0030  -0.41  -0.0023  -0.32 
Insider ownership     -0.0005 * -1.86      0.0073  0.89 
Institutional ownership     0.0002  0.87      -0.0127  -1.52 
IND     0.0157  0.31      0.9943  1.22 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.0511  0.0672  0.009  0.053 
No. of Obs.  779    779    507    507  
�

�

�
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Table 13 Robustness Check for Endogeneity (1): The First-Stage Regression Results 
 This table reports the first-stage model results of the two-stage analysis, with consideration of time effects. We use D&O insurance coverage ratio as our dependent 
variable and the median industry D&O insurance coverage ratio as our instrumental variable (denoted as DO_median in the table). *, **, ***: statistically significantly different 
from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level (two-tailed), respectively.�

�

�
 

Variables 
CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 

Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 
Intercept 0.2333 *** 9.13  0.2305 *** 8.35  0.1755 *** 6.20  0.1812 *** 5.81 
All cash deal 0.0053  0.56  0.0085  0.90  0.0098  1.10  0.0112  1.26 
Friendly deal         -0.0033  -0.45  -0.0035  -0.48 
Non-unsolicited. Deal -0.0023  -0.04  -0.0086  -0.14         
Relative Size 0.0143  1.26  0.0146  1.29  0.0192  1.36  0.0225  1.59 
Unrelated deal -0.0043  -0.72  -0.0037  -0.63  -0.0011  -0.18  -0.0007  -0.11 
Private target -0.0043  -0.66  -0.0033  -0.5  0.0010  0.14  0.0014  0.18 
Subsidiary target -0.0001  -0.02  0.0015  0.22  0.0042  0.57  0.0056  0.75 
Log(assets) -0.0116 *** -9.36  -0.0120 *** -8.96  -0.0092 *** -6.17  -0.0095 *** -5.91 
Market-to-book -0.0136 *** -3.64  -0.0148 *** -3.90  0.0010  0.25  0.0007  0.18 
Leverage 0.0018 ** 2.03  0.0014 * 1.67  0.0008  0.87  0.0008  0.86 
Free cash flow -0.0014 ** -2.38  -0.0015 ** -2.47  -0.1920 *** -6.88  -0.1811 *** -6.40 
Managerial quality  0.0001  0.82  0.0001  0.69  -0.0001  -0.27  -0.0001  -0.24 
Insider ownership     -0.0001  -0.49      -0.0001  -0.36 
Institutional 
ownership 

    -0.0002  -0.93      -0.0003  -1.58 

IND     0.0570 *** 3.25      0.0318  1.73 
DO_median 0.53703 ** 2.25  0.3358  1.36  0.7972 *** 3.24  0.5624 ** 2.17 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.1701   0.1803    0.2328    0.241  
No. of Obs.  779    779    507    507  
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Table 14 Robustness Check for Endogeneity (2): The Second-Stage Regression Results �
 This table reports the second-stage regression results from regressing CAR(-2, +2)(%) and BHAR3 (%) on the instrumental variable, industry average insurance 
indicator for D&O insurance use with consideration of time effects. The insurance indicator is instrumented with fitted values from a first-stage regression on industry average 
insurance incidence based on industry classification by TEJ and the control variables. *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level 
(two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables 
CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 

Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 
Intercept 0.1348 *** 5.14  0.1531 *** 4.89  -0.5922  -0.66  -1.5464  -1.46 
Insurance 0.0014  0.06  -0.0017  -0.05  -1.1767 ** -2.18  -1.5695 * -1.82 
All cash deal 0.0161  1.62  0.0166  1.69  -0.0236  -0.08  -0.0086  -0.03 
Friendly deal         -0.1475  -0.63  -0.1841  -0.75 
Non-unsolicited. Deal -0.0582  -0.89  -0.0572  -0.88         
Relative Size -0.0033  -0.27  -0.0038  -0.32  0.2387  0.53  0.2748  0.61 
Unrelated deal 0.0007  0.11  0.0008  0.12  -0.1578  -0.79  -0.1980  -0.98 
Private target -0.0075  -1.10  -0.0066  -0.97  -0.2442  -1.04  -0.2160  -0.89 
Subsidiary target 0.0008  0.11  0.0013  0.18  -0.0549  -0.24  -0.0148  -0.06 
Log(assets) -0.0070 *** -4.06  -0.0079 ** -3.22  0.0872  1.49  0.1496 * 1.84 
Market-to-book -0.0042  -0.93  -0.0039  -0.81  0.3094 ** 2.30  0.3382 ** 2.33 
Leverage 0.0009  0.98  0.0007  0.79  0.0273  0.89  0.0247  0.80 
Free cash flow 0.0010  1.59  0.0010  1.63  0.3671  0.40  0.0182  0.02 
Managerial quality  -0.00003  -0.25  -0.00004  -0.3  -0.0031  -0.42  -0.0019  -0.26 
Insider ownership     -0.0005 * -1.74      0.0160 * 1.79 
Institutional ownership     0.0002  0.66      -0.0124  -1.25 
IND     0.0166  0.52      0.6503  0.77 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.0511  0.0526  0.0026  0.0013 
No. of Obs.  779    779    507    507  
�
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Table 15 Robustness Check for Endogeneity (2): The First-Stage Regression Results �
 This table reports the first-stage model results of the two-stage analysis, with consideration of time effects. We use D&O insurance indicator as our dependent variable 
and the average industry D&O insurance incidence as our instrumental variable (denoted as DO_mean in the table). *, **, ***: statistically significantly different from zero at 
the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level (two-tailed), respectively.�

Variables 
CAR Model (1)  CAR Model (2)  BHAR3 Model (1)  BHAR3 Model (2) 

Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat.  Coeff.  t-stat. 
Intercept -0.4235 ** -2.50  -0.5725 *** -3.25  -0.6095 *** -2.65  -0.6894 *** -2.84 
All cash deal -0.0169  -0.28  0.0229  0.39  -0.0483  -0.69  -0.0226  -0.33 
Friendly deal         -0.1041 * -1.80  -0.1047 * -1.88 
Non-unsolicited. Deal 0.0533  0.13  -0.0504  -0.13         
Relative Size 0.0126  0.17  0.0302  0.43  -0.0252  -0.23  0.0305  0.28 
Unrelated deal -0.0769 ** -2.03  -0.0711 * -1.95  -0.0329  -0.66  -0.0370  -0.78 
Private target 0.0015  0.04  0.0086  0.21  0.0843  1.43  0.0866  1.53 
Subsidiary target -0.0022  -0.05  0.0225  0.53  0.0602  1.03  0.0829  1.47 
Log(assets) 0.0408 *** 5.14  0.0502 *** 6.01  0.0541 *** 4.56  0.0654 *** 5.31 
Market-to-book 0.0789 *** 3.32  0.0658 *** 2.84  0.0718 ** 2.32  0.0709 ** 2.37 
Leverage -0.0004  -0.08  -0.0008  -0.16  -0.0095  -1.25  -0.0071  -0.97 
Free cash flow -0.0016  -0.42  -0.0028  -0.74  -0.5300 ** -2.41  -0.4555 ** -2.12 
Managerial quality  -0.0007  -0.97  -0.0009  -1.39  -0.0018  -1.01  -0.0012  -0.67 
Insider ownership     0.0030 ** 2.17      0.0037 * 1.89 
Institutional ownership     -0.0058 *** -5.42      -0.0077 *** -5.23 
IND     0.6200 *** 5.66      0.5408 *** 3.81 
DO_mean 0.8324 *** 6.97  0.5597 *** 4.65  1.1059 *** 7.39  0.7411 *** 4.82 
                
Years fixed-effects  Yes    Yes    Yes    Yes  
Adj. R2 0.1305   0.1938    0.165    0.2328  
No. of Obs.  779    779    507    507  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

 

 D&O insurance is highly common in Taiwan. D&O insurance policies protect a firm’s 

directors and officers from litigation brought by shareholder and other parties because of 

decisions made by those directors and officers on bahalf of the firm. In our paper, we find that 

managers intend to protect their directors and officers from financial liability in the event that 

they are sued when they face such important corporate decisions like mergers and acqusitions.  

 In this study, we examine the effect of D&O insurnace on the outcomes of mergers and 

acquisitions, the major form of corporate investment. Using D&O insurance data for publicly 

traded firms in Taiwan, we find that acquirers whose managers are protected by D&O insurance 

experience higher announcement abnormal stock returns than do acquirers without D&O 

insurance. We also find that acquirers with higher D&O insurance insured amount experience 

significantly higher annouoncement abnormal returns. We furthermore examine the effect of 

D&O insurance on one-year and three-year buy and hold abnormal returns. Based on our 

empirical studies, we find that acquirers with D&O insurance or higher D&O insurance coverage 

experience higher one-year buy and hold abnormal returns but lower three-year buy and hold 

abnormal returns. The reasons of our findings in this paper is partially consistent with Lin et al. 

(2011) are that our sample is extracted from 2009 to 2016 where financial crisis 2008 is not 

included during this period and the legal system in Canada is different from that in Taiwan.  

 Overall, managers who are protected from shareholder discipline make poor decisions 

about major corporate investments in the long run. 
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